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Fringe Benefits: Dissent vs Commercialisation Overall, admits Larry Whitty, "conference has always been rather boring and powerless, so most people would come for the fringe" and avoid the hall, except for a couple of important debates. Indeed, self-described "conference junkies" often consider plenary sessions as somewhat peripheral. What matters is socialising, networking and exchanging ideas and all of this happens on the margins of the main hall. The party conference fringe has a long history but it has undergone a deep transformation in the last 20 years of the 20th century. In a development not dissimilar to the famous Edinburgh Festival, the "fringe" has grown exponentially. It attracts performers who use the opportunity of a large and international event to gain attention.
In the 1950s, the Conservatives only held a few political meetings and most fringe meetings were social events. Labour and the Liberals demonstrated their political and intellectual edge through political meetings mostly organised by insider groups ranging from trade unions to ideological groups. Sessions were advertised in leaflets directly handed to participants. Moreover, these groups often had a stall where they offered literature and information on their year-round activities. In order to limit the amount of leafleting and allow representatives to get an overview of the growing range of meetings on offer, the Liberals printed their first conference gazette in 1969.
In the 1980s, the fringe took off as a key dimension of the main conferences. As debates in the main hall were becoming more controlled, controversies and discussions of novel ideas moved to the fringe whilst, at the same time, this new semi-public arena was opened to the actors -public, private and voluntary -involved in various levels of governance. Conferences have de facto adapted to the transformation Fringe Benefits: Dissent vs Commercialisation 215 of the Westminster model whereby "policy-making has been transformed from being a state centred and state driven activity to become a complex mix of hierarchies, networks and markets" (Richards and Smith, 2004) . Not-for-profit organisations as well as businesses sought to intervene in forums where they could gain access to policy-makers and decision-makers at the national but also sub-national levels. Personal contacts developed on the conference fringe are useful investments for interest groups who, thanks to the resources gathered on the fringe, can influence policy elaboration at the very early stages.
1 Networking thrives in the informal atmosphere of the fringe and a great deal of "conference work" is conducted in corridors, bars and restaurants.
2 The social fringe includes a diversity of events ranging from the Young Conservatives' Ball to fund-raising dinners, Labour's Scottish Night rallies or the Liberal Democrats' Glee Club. The party spirit that predominates is now sometimes tempered because work imperatives prevent some participants from fully relaxing. Roger, a Welsh councillor, remembers that there was a single stall at the 1954 Liberal conference in Buxton. This was dedicated to fund raising. The Labour party has a long tradition of fringe exhibition as affiliates and insider groups such as trade unions, women's movements or local government's associations took the opportunity to advertise themselves to delegates. The exhibition, however, began to change in the 1980s when the Conservatives developed it commercially in response to businesses' seeking to access government. 4 In 1983, whilst the Tories were experimenting in this direction, the Labour General Secretary categorically refused to accept fee-paying stalls despite lobbyists' insistence that business could substantially help party finances.
5 "Labour clung to a 'politically correct' approach to relationships with business" (Harris and Lock, 2002: 138) until the 1990s but under Tony Blair's leadership, the party on the contrary has endeavoured to demonstrate its positive attitude to business. Labour is no longer ashamed of receiving substantial funds from big business nor seems concerned that such close relationships may contribute to the cynical views that an increasing number of British citizens hold about the honesty and integrity of parties and politicians. This accelerated the commercial expansion of the parliamentary parties' conference fringe.
"Conference matters," argues Lord Norton of Louth, because of the buzz of the fringe meetings that provide a space for public discussion of all sorts of issues.
